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There was a large turnout for these highly technical sessions.  Clearly there is much 
interest among serials departments on what might be involved in converting their “lib 
has” statements to the MARC format, and many serialists were there to acquire more 
information on the processes involved in making the change.  The first of these two 
sessions discussed the Millennium module in general and how to create and edit MARC 
holdings in the Millennium module, the second dealt with some of the local 
implementation challenges, and described an efficient implementation possibility using 
CONSER records. 
 
The three presenters were extremely knowledgeable about serials formats, and had made 
a thorough study of the Millennium serials module.  The first presenter, Barbara Ritchie, 
provided the background necessary to understand the MARC holdings in the context of 
the Millennium versions of the serials records and check-in card setup.  She accompanied 
her detailed tour of Millennium serials with step-by-step screen illustrations, and 
provided information on login, editing, and printing setups, the wizard templates, and the 
use of macros.  She indicated it is sometimes difficult to find out where certain kinds of 
setup options can be accessed and strongly advised us to make use of the tutorials on CS 
Direct. 
 
Ted Fons, Innovative Product Manager, spoke briefly about the changes being made in 
Release 2002.  The Millennium serials product will see an expanded 008 field in the 
check-in record, and provide fields for storing interlibrary loan policies for electronic 
format materials, retention policies for print items, and so on.  Unfortunately the 008 field 
does not yet interact with fixed fields in the check-in record; eventually one might want 
the 008 field to display to the public.  
 
Julie Su gave a highly informative and detailed presentation on the new ANSI/NISO 
Z39.71 (1999) standard for display and presentation of serials holdings, which supercedes 
other serials standards, and the MARC 21 format for holdings data.  This standard 
supports serials automation and data sharing, can support interlibrary loan operations, and 
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can accept patterns and holdings from other sources.  She reported that the Z39.71 
standard actually supports five levels of specificity, though only four are commonly 
considered.  Levels 1 and 2 are so simple as not to be useful to any but the smallest 
library.  Level 3 is a summary level: one can report a whole volume if any part is held, 
but cannot report a supplement or index.  Level 4 is very specific: one can report on an 
issue specific level, including recording any gaps in holdings, can note supplements and 
indexes.  Open entry records are permissible in Level 4, meaning that entries need not be 
closed with each new issue acquired.  This is an important change from the previous 
version of Level 4, which required that an entry be closed with each new issue acquired.  
It is also possible now to use a mix of Levels 3 and 4.  The new standard provides 
standard punctuation for caption display. 
 
The Millennium serials module can support summary holdings data, which is stored in 
the “lib has” statement in both MARC and non-MARC formats.  Millennium can support 
multiple receipt patterns, but there still must be a check-in record for a “lib has” 
statement to appear to the public.    While the ANSI/NISO standard supports both 
separate (e.g. v.1-3 (1997-2000) and adjacent (e.g. v.1 (1997) – v.3 (2000) patterns, 
Millennium supports only the adjacent pattern.  Millennium supports the vernacular (for 
volume, issue, etc.) in enumeration, but not in the calendar dates (e.g. t.4:n.1 (Jul. 1990). 
 
Millennium has other variations from what the new standards allow in terms of display, 
and some things will work in the “lib has” statement but not in the check-in card.  There 
are still some challenges for Innovative in improving the Millennium interface with 
regard to holdings statements: public notes need to be improved, summary holdings and 
the check-in card need to match, the button in the holdings tab that says “OPAC view” 
may not, in fact, show serials staff the display the public will see when they consult the 
OPAC.  With regard to the public notes, statements such as “Current 2 years” can be a 
challenge: it is possible to use the record tab and “Insert”, or use the holdings editor, or a 
textual holdings option.  But the option chosen determines where, exactly, the 
information will appear in the public display.  Other problems:  at the present time in 
Millennium, when a publication pattern changes for a title, when you change a parameter 
all the boxes in the check-in record change – even the boxes recording issues prior to the 
change.  The setup and recording of complex holdings requires consider manual 
extrapolation.  For example, Roman numerals in Millennium are not compliant to the 
standard. Alternative numbering works in the Millennium holdings statements (e.g. v.10, 
no.4 = no. 553) but doesn’t work well in the check-in cards.  Some work-arounds exist: 
for example, one can manually record the correct enumeration in three successive boxes, 
then the enumeration pattern will extrapolate to the full card.   
 
Julie discussed the basic local implementation issues and decisions to be made.  Among 
them:  the basic decision to use the new standards or not.  If the new standards are 
chosen, will it be Level 3 or 4?  Will the holdings statement be open or closed? What to 
do with the existing data?  One can consult the MARC holdings book or use the 
CONSER web site to get the holdings statements, but special training is needed for the 
latter approach.  The MARC 866 field is easy to use as it is totally free text.  One can cut 
and paste from the existing holdings statements, but these will not create a prediction 



pattern.  Check-in staff must have some training in MARC coding before they set up the 
boxes.  
 
Wen-ying Lu reported that there is a lot to do and a lot to learn around the issue of 
whether or when to convert to the coded MARC holdings fields.  She reported on the 
CONSER Publication Pattern Initiative.  This initiative allows libraries to cooperate in 
creating and sharing holdings and pattern information coded in MARC holdings 853/863 
fields.  The number of CONSER records containing the OCLC-defined 891 fields 
embedding the pattern date (i.e. the 853/863 fields) continues to grow, and a batch 
conversion of over 39,000 records from Harvard data provided a big boost to the number 
available. 
 
The data in the 891 fields in OCLC can be easily downloaded to a local database. A 
library can purchase the CONSER loader program from Innovative which will bring in 
not only the bibliographic record but a check-in record containing the pattern and 
holdings data. A regular loader program for the bibliographic record can still 
automatically bring in bibliographic information and the check-in/publication pattern.  A 
library can copy the embedded 853/863 data from the bibliographic record and 
paste/insert to the check-in record.  A library can change data in the 863 field to suit local 
standards (e.g. open versus closed holdings statements).  Once staff understands the 
process, it is easy to do and takes very little time.   
 
The use of pattern data from CONSER records may result in workflow changes in 
Technical Services.  For example, serials staff wouldn’t create a check-in card when the 
first issue of a new titles arrives.  Instead, the cataloger would catalog, bringing the 
CONSER record publication pattern and holdings data into the local check-in record, and 
then return the issue to serials for creation of the check-in card.  The check-in staff would 
only need to set up the library’s local starting volume and issue number.   
 
The second session ran over time to answer the many questions from the audience.  One 
questioner asked whether a load table could be written locally.  The answer: “try it”.  
However, it was noted that Innovative’s loader is not complete and local modifications 
will be necessary and macros may not always work completely when getting data from 
CONSER into Millennium.  One important suggestion for further enhancement: the 
ability to insert CONSER information into existing check-in records.   One important 
caution: always review the currency of the information in the pattern and the coding 
before importing, and make certain your load table will bring in the 891 field.     
 
And why, asked one member of the audience, would a library want to undertake this 
conversion process? The answer:  MARC format holdings allow migration to other 
systems and uploading to union lists; MARC can be used to automate predictive check-
in; and it is exciting that one can now create MARC holdings from the check-in record.  
Finally, the Millennium serials module capabilities can help with the process of 
conversion to the new serials holdings standards. 

 
 
Reporter:  Donna Packer, Western Washington University Libraries 
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